This paper proposes a method for evaluating web pages by considering implicit user reaction on web pages. Usually users spend more time and make more reactions, such as clicking, dragging and scrolling, while reading interesting pages. Based on this observation, a web page evaluation method by observing implicit user reaction is proposed. The system is designed with Ajax for observing user reactions, and neural networks for learning correlation between user reactions and usefulness of pages. The amounts of each type of user reactions are inputted to neural networks. Also the numbers of characters and images of pages are used as inputs because the amount of users' behaviors has a tendency to increase as the length of pages increase. The experiment is conducted with 113 people and 74 pages. Each page is ranked by users with a questionnaire. The proposed method shows more close ranking results to the user ranks than Google. That is, our system evaluates web pages more closely to users' viewpoint than Google. Although our experiment is limited, our result shows powerful potential of new element for web page evaluation. Some approaches evaluate web pages with their contents and some evaluate web pages with structural attributes, particularly links, of pages. Web page evaluation is for users, so the best evaluation can be done by users themselves. So, user feedback is one of the most important factors for web page evaluation. This paper proposes a new method which reflects user feedbacks on web pages.
Introduction
With the emergence of the Internet, people have been able to access and create the data on the Internet using their personal computer in their home or offices. They can even publish their thoughts and ideas in the Internet freely. This great change has generated a tough problem, searching the right information in the flood of data which exist in the World Wide Web that a system of interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. In addition, the amount of information in the Web is growing extremely fast, and it is not easy to find right information without help of search engines in the Web.
Usually, search engines have their own web page rank algorithms to recommend users web pages close to query keywords. Web page rank algorithms can be classified into two categories. One category includes the approaches that evaluate web pages with their contents. Those evaluate web pages by checking the relevance of web page content to query keywords [1] [2] . The other includes the approaches that evaluate web pages with structural attributes, particularly links, of pages [3] [4] [5] . Those algorithms assume that pages with more inlinks are more useful. One of demerits of those approaches is mainly depending on web pages. Web page evaluation is for users, so the best evaluation can be done by users themselves. However those approaches hardly reflect users' evaluation or feedback on web pages.
One of frequently used approaches to obtain users' feedback is page view counts. Page view counts are based on the counting how many times users take a look at each page. The reason of many web sites widely use page view counts, is originated from its simplicity and easiness. However, page view counts have several weak points. One of them is that this method cannot reflect user's satisfaction properly. When users search information in the Web, they generally choose pages after reading only the titles or the small parts of contents. Those pre-furnished parts of pages may not enough for users to determine whether the pages are useful for them, so that users often make wrong choices: unrelated pages, changed pages and phishing sites. For this reason, page view counts cannot properly reflect the value of web page contents or users' satisfaction with pages [6] . Another weak point is an abusing problem. People can easily raise page view counts of specific elements by using various methods such as proxy, multi account, many hacked computers, and even other people. This problem causes the reduction of system confidence.
In this paper, we propose a new web page evaluation method by considering users' feedbacks to web pages. Our idea is started from one observation that interesting and useful web pages more stimulate users' reaction [7] [8] [9] [10] . If a page has useful and interesting content, users not only visit the page much, but also spend much time or take various reaction, such as clicking, dragging and scrolling. This means that the usefulness of a page can be evaluated by observing users' Manuscript received Mar. 13, 2012; revised Jun. 7, 2012; accepted Jun. 18, 2012behaviors while users are reading pages. To implement this idea, we first collect the data of users' behaviors while reading pages. To collect the data of users' behaviors, such as mouse clicks, mouse point movements and visiting time, we use Ajax which is one of Web 2.0 technology. Ajax can send messages to web servers on the background of web browsers without interrupting users. Since Ajax is operating within web browsers based on the standard web development techniques, users need not to install any agents or programs in their PC.
Next, in order to discover the correlation between the usefulness of web pages and users' reaction to the pages, we use neural networks. Neural networks are used to evaluate web pages with collected data in our system. In order to collect data to train neural networks, we conduct an experiment with volunteers. Volunteers read prepared web pages and answered with the degree of satisfaction to the pages. While they read pages, we observed their implicit reactions. For the evaluation, we compare our result with Google.
Section 2 shows related work and Section 3 describes the proposed web page evaluation system. The experiment and the analysis are presented in Section 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related Works
There are many web page rank algorithms. Those can be classified into two categories. The first includes approaches that evaluate web pages based on the contents. Most of those approaches ranked documents according to their relevance to a given search query. One of them is BM25 which ranks a set of documents based on the frequency of the query keywords in each document [11] . There are many versions with slightly different components and parameters such as adopting some weight mechanisms which give more weights on keywords surrounded by head tags in HTML documents [1] [2] .
The second includes approaches that evaluate web pages based on structural attributes, particularly links [3] [4] [5] . Those algorithms assume that pages with more in-links as more useful, and out-links by more useful pages as more important than outlinks by less useful pages. Some approaches use not only HTML structures but also the visual layout of pages. Those algorithms assume that blocks in visual layout of a page are not equivalent. For example, the headline in a news web site is much more attractive to users, while users hardly pay attention to the advertisement or the copyright [12] .
Most approaches for web page ranking are heavily dependent on web pages. The most proper evaluation of web pages can be done by users, but those approaches hardly have a mechanism for reflecting user's evaluation or feedbacks on web pages. Among many types of feedback from users, implicit reactions to web pages are known to have a relation to usefulness of web pages [7] [9][10] [13] . Users have a tendency to spend more time or make more reactions to the page such as mouse clicks, page scrolling, etc., if they think a web page is useful for them. Thus users' implicit reactions can be useful information for web page evaluation. However, studies related to implicit user reactions focused on only the relation between user reaction and usefulness of web pages but not on the web page evaluation based on user reactions. Studies on evaluating web pages based on user reactions are hardly found in literature.
In this paper, we introduce a new web pages evaluation algorithm based on user reaction. We approach with Ajax technique which is known as one of famous Web 2.0 techniques. Ajax is an abbreviation Asynchronous JavaScript and XML [13] . compared to the Ajax model (right) [13] Fig . 1 shows the differences between the classic web application model and the Ajax model. 'Ajax engine' is the core module of Ajax. It can be executed without awareness of users, unlike usual HTTP request execution. This merit gives us a chance to collect users' reaction to web pages, such as clicks and drags, without intervention to users [13] [14] . Ajax is running on web browsers, so users do not have to install any software. Recently, users do not prefer any installation of programs in their computers because of the security problems. Ajax module is coded in JavaScript and included in web pages. So it runs on web browsers without installation, and thus it is also fast and lightweight. Ajax is using XMLHttpRequest object supported by web browsers. XMLHttpRequest performs the same HTTP requests as a link is clicked. But Ajax can send HTTP requests much faster because it needs fewer amounts of header information and network resources.
Design of Evaluation System
Our system consists of three main modules: Ajax Log Module, JavaScript Filter and Log Server. JavaScript filter is embedded in the web server, which attaches the Ajax Log Module to the header of requested web pages as shown in Fig. 2 . When the web page to which the Ajax Log Module is attached is loaded on the user's web browser, the Ajax Log Module runs on the background of web browser. The running Ajax Log Module collects user behavior data and automatically sends to the Log Server as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 2 . Process of JavaScript Filter Fig. 3 . Ajax Log Module sends user action data to log server The Ajax Log Module is the collector module which collects users' reaction to web pages using JavaScript while users read pages. Then the collected data is sent to the log server periodically by the Ajax Log Module. JavaScript can catch event messages, accumulate counters, and send messages using Ajax technique. JavaScript can catch various events, but we use only some events that are related to users' behaviors that most people generate while reading such as clicks, scrolling, etc.
Our Ajax Log Engine collects the following events of web browsers: The JavaScript Filter is the module that attaches the Ajax Log Module to the HTTP responses. This module is for easy installation of the Ajax Log Module. In our system, each page should embed the Ajax Log Module to collect users' behaviors. We need to devise how to easily modify web pages so that pages embed the log module. Modifying every web page is not easy in a big system. To solve this problem with less effort, we design this module, JavaScript Filter. Using this filter, the Ajax Log Module was automatically injected to the header part of requested web pages. After the filter adds the Ajax Log Module to the requested page, the modified page is transferred and loaded on the web browser. By using this module, we do not have to manually modify web pages.
The JavaScript filter attaches the following code to every page: In the code, 'ahCollector.js' is the file of the Ajax Log Module which contains JavaScript code. The variable pageSig is the page ID which is randomly created on every new request. The variable thisUrl is the URL of the page. The values of these two variables are also sent to the log server when the Ajax Log Module works. These variables are recorded with user reaction data and used for the web page evaluation.
The main goal of the Log Server is the web page evaluation. We locate the evaluation module and DBMS on the Log Server. The evaluation module is a standalone batch program which runs once a day and evaluates web pages based on the collected users' reaction data. And DBMS is a storage which has every data used in our system: collected user reaction data, information of web page, and volunteers' identification data.
In order to evaluate the usefulness of web pages based on the collected users' reaction, we build a neural network as a model for the correlation between the users' reaction and the usefulness of web pages. Neural networks are one of machine learning methodologies, and generally used to model patterns hidden in the complicated data. Neural networks involve a network of simple processing elements, which can exhibit complex global behavior determined by the connections between the processing elements and the element parameters. Through the weight adjustment of connections, neural networks can learn the past data, or the patterns in the data [15] [16] . The details of the neural network which is used in our experiment are described in Section 4.
The Log Server based on the DBMS is the main storage of the collected data sent by the Ajax log module. It stores the preretrieved content information such as the numbers of characters and images in the web pages. The pre-retrieved information of the web pages is also used as the input features of the neural network. The server also performs bookkeeping for the evaluation of our method by survey, such as staring, stores the some identification of volunteers, the results of questionnaires, etc.
Experiment
For the experiment, seventy four web pages are used and 115 people participated. We collected web pages from Google. The keywords used in search are "recommend Korean domestic sight" and "recommend movie." The number of pages used for experiment is 37 for each keyword. The pages are collected from the top of the search result of Google. We divide the pages and the users into two groups for training the neural network as follows:
Group A: 59 people, who will read 24 pages from 'recommend movie' keyword and 13 pages from 'recommend Korean domestic sight' keyword. Group B: 56 people, who will read 13 pages from 'recommend movie' keyword and 24 pages from 'recommend Korean domestic sight' keyword (People and pages are exclusive to group A).
The volunteers in each group log in the experiment system using two different URLs. In the login page, the volunteers must answer small questionnaires to check their identity. Then the system shows the list of the web pages, the order of the pages in the list is the same as the result list of Google. The list consists of the titles of web pages and the links to the web pages. Before the experiment, we notice to the volunteers that there are the two lists which are the search result using each keyword and ask to read whatever pages they think useful. After reading pages, they are requested to answer one question: "Is this page useful to you?". Each person should answer to the question for evaluating the web page they read. The grade of answer is 1 to 5. As the grade is higher, a page is more useful to users.
The neural network in our system has three layers: one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The number of nodes of the input layer is 7. The nodes of input layer are 5 user reactions: the amounts of visiting time, mouse movements, mouse button clicks, mouse wheel movements and object selecting. Among the observed 7 behaviors, key typing and page up/down are excluded because users generated little these behaviors while reading. Users use mainly mice and little keyboard for web navigation. The other inputs are the information on each page: the number of characters and the number of images in each web page. If a page is short, the amount of user behaviors in the page may relatively small even though it is close to users' interest. So, we need to add the factors which can reflect the length of pages. Since most web pages are composed of text and images, we choose the numbers of characters and images as the inputs. The number of nodes of the hidden layer is 8 and the number of nodes of the output layer is 1. The result of the output node is the evaluation value of our system.
The users' reaction data of 24 pages from 'recommend movie' keyword of group A and 24 pages from 'recommend Korean domestic sight' keyword of group B are used for the training of the neural network. The data of 13 pages from 'recommend Korean domestic sight' keyword of group A and 13 pages from 'recommend movie' keyword of group B are used for the test of the neural network. The neural network was trained for 30,000 epochs and the learning rate was 0.05.
To remove outliers, we filter out user data which satisfy the following condition: -All data of people who does not read more than half of given pages are excluded for training the neural network. -User reaction data of which amount is upper than top 2% or lower than bottom 2% are excluded. -The data of which the visiting time is less than three seconds are excluded. Table I is the comparison result of the output of the neural network and the users' evaluation for the 'recommend movie' keyword. The first column is for page IDs and the second shows the rank of each page by users. The rank is the order by the users' evaluation from survey. The third column is the order by the neural network. The last column is the order presented by Google. We regard it as the rank of page evaluations by Google. For example, the page with ID 40 is ranked as the 1 st by the users, the 1 st by neural networks, and also 1 st by Google. To compare the results of our method and Google, we calculate the distance to the user answer. Eq. (1) is the equation for the distance between the rank by the users and the rank by the neural network, and Eq. (2) is for between the rank by the users and the rank by Google.
Result
(1) (2)
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a web page evaluation system which considers users' reaction on the web. Our newly designed system can collect users' reaction data using Ajax and evaluate the usefulness of web pages using neural networks. Owing to Ajax, we collected several kinds of user reaction data without user intervention and additional software. The neural network, which we used for web page evaluation with users' reaction, effectively worked. We also used the amount of contents of the web pages for the input of the neural network, so that our system could also learn the relation among the usefulness of web pages, the amount of user reactions and the amount of content of web pages. Although our experiment is limited to two keywords, small number of web pages and volunteers, our result shows powerful potential of new element for web page evaluation.
